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1 Introduction and Related Works
According to the International Telecommunication Union there were 6 billion mobile-
phone subscriptions worldwide by the end of 2011, and mobile phone penetration topped
100% of population in many countries [43]. This huge worldwide mobile-phone pervasive-
ness is increasingly turning the mobile network into a gigantic ubiquitous sensing platform,
enabling large-scale analysis and applications of data acquired from the network. In recent
years, mobile data-based research reaches important conclusions about various aspects of
human characteristics, such as human calling patterns [37], virus spreading [83], social
networks [94], human daily activity patterns [70], urban and transport planning [82], net-
work design [92] and others. Particularly, information about movement of network users is
of utter interest of many researchers [31, 93] because mobility description and prediction
may have a profound effect on various fields of science, including telecommunications [19],
human and time geography [5], urban studies [4] and energy-efficient networks [20]. Prac-
tical applications of user-tracking using the mobile phones are roaming optimization [21],
tracking of criminals [76], traffic-monitoring [13] and targeted mobile advertising [59].
For the purpose of acquiring the data about movement of users, we consider the task of
simultaneously tracking a high number of mobile network users or, more specifically, their
mobile terminals. By tracking we mean collecting continuous information on the user’s
geographical position by means of various positioning techniques. The outcome of this
process is a timestamped history of users’ positions in the network and their geographical
coordinates. The main problem with tracking in mobile network is that suitability of
existing methods for large-scale tracking, network-wide application, and their technological
limitations are often not discussed or remain unknown.
There are two principal technology options for tracking users in mobile networks:
 Network-based methods rely on the mobile-network infrastructure, which performs
measurements and calculates the position of a subscriber;
 Terminal-based methods refer to the terminal’s activity in carrying out the measure-
ments and position calculation.
Network-based tracking methods pose the advantage that they are generally applicable
to all network users. Two main approaches to network-based tracking can be used:
 Active tracking is based on queries of the network about the tracked device, so the
network actively gathers information about users’ terminal physical coordinates.
 Passive tracking uses operating data, such as Call Data Records (CDRs) or network
logs, which are generated and stored automatically by the network for all users
for billing and network troubleshooting reasons, without additional traffic in the
network.
Terminal-based solutions are suitable for smartphones and evolving mobile devices, but
often require user’s cooperation or software installation, which prevents universal coverage.
Motivating Problems
The problem we solve in the thesis is to find and describe particular limits of the three
tracking methods above and, when applicable, overcome these limits by special means of
utilization of the tracking data.
Network-based active tracking delivers position of mobile-network users with un-
precedented temporal granularity, which has proved useful for tracking of criminals and
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suspects [76], and studies about mobility patterns [4] and urban dynamics [65]. However, it
is a complex process that involves many nodes in mobile network and wastes the resources
at the air interface between cell towers and a mobile terminal. Although computational
power of network nodes and bandwidth are not usually limiting, the air interface is still
a valuable resource that is hard to scale. The main question we try to answer is “How
many users can be tracked simultaneously in a mobile network, and how often?” This
is becoming a serious issue when thousands of subscribers are to be tracked in order to
deliver location-based services and representative studies of human mobility. Knowing
such limits would help to adjust the tracking parameters (the number of users or their
tracking interval) to a level that would not hamper the usual network traffic.
Network-based passive tracking has become immensely popular as a unique source
of large-scale data about individual mobility [31], calling patterns [37], patterns of tourists’
spatial mobility [5] and urban analysis [73], mainly because of the lack of appropriate
active-tracking solutions or the cost of active tracking. Posterior interpretation of large-
scale CDR datasets is perhaps even more important for purposes such as urban and trans-
port planning [81, 82], network design [92], opportunistic spectrum access [86] and user
mobility [35]. Unfortunately, whereas spatial precision of such passive-tracking data is
acceptable, the accuracy in temporal dimension is substantially low. The main reason
is that the position of a user is recorded only at places where the user’s communication
event occurs (text message, call, data session), thus depends on communication frequency
of an individual. During time of no communication activity it is not clear where the user
is geographically located. This represents a problem for applications or analyses assuming
ubiquitous and continuous user-tracking capability, such as opportunistic data dissemina-
tion [36] or epidemiology [39].
Terminal-based tracking remains a viable alternative to network-based methods
when active-tracking infrastructure and passive tracking data are not available. It is
advantageous in delivering rich data from contemporary sensor-enabled smartphones, and
therefore is often sought after in academic research [23], but also in environmental [22],
infrastructure [63] and social [74] applications, in which interest groups actively participate
on data collection — a method called crowdsensing. Crowdsensing proved useful especially
in mapping fixed structure of mobile network cells and wireless network access points
to reference databases [14, 32], which are subsequently used for geolocation of mobile
terminals and various location-based services. The quantitative limits of such approach,
however, remain in question: “What is the required minimal size of a user group needed for
obtaining a critical mass of knowledge about the mobile infrastructure? And, how much
time is needed to do so?” The answers may help in deciding whether crowdsensing is a
viable solution for mapping country-wide networks infrastructure, for example for building
a new geo-location business such as [14], or a hint for mobile network providers, whether
they should try to monetize their costly network infrastructure and apply mechanisms [17,
85, 8] preventing unauthorized use of such geo-location in their networks.
Related Work
Network-based Active Tracking
In the thesis, we demonstrate an implementation of SMS-based active tracking in mo-
bile networks, a method that utilize Cell-ID based positioning. Positioning of mobile
entities in networks is a well-studied problem: work [51] summarize the main approaches.
Comparison of network-based positioning techniques is available from sources [26, 51, 78],
alternative techniques are discussed in [71, 53].
2
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The limits of Cell-ID positioning in terms of positioning accuracy are discussed in [80,
91]. Authors of [4] provide a short study of Cell-ID+TA-based active-tracking accuracy as
a trade-off between tracking interval and tracking costs. The impact on power consumption
of a tracked mobile terminal has been measured and discussed in [18]. In the thesis we
focus on the properties of active tracking with Cell-ID positioning and its the impact on
the network in general.
Recent works describe different methods of mobile terminal activity excitation, a nec-
essary prerequisite for active tracking. These methods are Data oriented approach (simply
an ICMP ping message), USSD method [9], CAMEL-protocol approach [1], fake handover
procedure [3] and an extension of signaling messages [16]. The SMS-based method [29]
described in the thesis is advantageous in that it can be used in any mobile network
technology such as GSM, UMTS and LTE, since the Short Message Service is supported
across all types of mobile networks. A similar approach has been presented in [76] under
the name “blind SMS”.
There have been significant standardization efforts [2, 67] and corporate initiatives
[11, 26] for Location Based Service (LBS). A prominent example of a LBS platform is
Ericsson Mobile Positioning System [25], which complies with the latest LBS standards.
In comparison with it, tracking solution presented in the thesis is simpler, but lightweight
and deployable by adding only a single node into the network.
Network-based Passive Tracking and Available Datasets
Two principal sorts of passive tracking data exist — location updates and CDRs [84].
Both methods work with Cell-ID-precision in spatial dimension, but differ in the frequency
in temporal dimension, depending on user’s mobility and calling patterns.
Monitoring location updates proved to be helpful in transportation for automatic de-
riving origin–destination matrices in a studied region [12] and in various applications of
intelligent transportation systems [48]. However, location-update data are strongly limited
by user mobility since they are recorded when a user crosses borders of location areas.
In recent years, mobile operators shared CDRs with researchers and academia either
directly [31, 73], or in data-mining contests [68, 62]. Nevertheless, although many dataset
resources exist, for example in [49], a publicly available large-scale CDR dataset is still
not present, except for few recordings of individual enthusiasts [10, 28]. For the reasons
above we use a substitution for CDRs derived from a real-world trace, the Reality Mining
Dataset [23], in the thesis.
Many authors focused on limitations of CDRs from different points of view. Ranjan
et al. [72] discuss a potential source of bias in CDRs for human-mobility studies, authors
of [31] observed a heavy-tailed distribution of time between user’s communication events,
Zang and Bolot [93] analyzed the privacy risks of sharing CDRs. In the thesis we have
focused on the principal limitation of CDRs, their poor temporal granularity.
There were several attempts in describing movement of an entity in space and time
between two places in general, for example by means of linear weighted interpolation [33],
space-time prisms [34] and probabilistic variants of space-time prisms [87]. However, the
assumptions behind these models are contradictory to the nature of CDRs. Gonzalez at
al. [31] analyze human mobility patterns from CDR, but deliver only a general point of
view on the nature of human movement. The idea behind refining some mobility-related
data come from [69] — the authors proved that increasing the sampling rate of GPS lowers
the localization error. The uncertainty in user’s trajectories has been studied in [50], but
with respect to classic time-geography, which hardly applies to CDRs.
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Terminal-based tracking: Crowdsensing and Modeling Human Mobility
Crowdsensing [30] represent an important tool for collecting network associations and
activity of mobile phones by volunteer individuals. There are publicly available datasets
such as [23], other datasets are bound with legal consent [62] or were kept unpublished in
a raw form [66]. We use the NRC-Lausanne dataset [62], to obtain an information about
mobility of network users.
The limits of crowdsensing have been studied in [88] from the perspective of hardware
heterogeneity, burden placed on users and network bandwidth demands. The problem
of finding a large-enough user-pool for crowdsensing applications is addressed by various
incentive schemes [58, 89]. Energy-efficiency in continuous sensing has been examined
in [61, 15] and addressed with various energy-efficient sensing solution [57, 64]. In the
thesis we explore the limits of crowdsensing in its ability to map mobile network topology,
which may be interesting for various crowdsensing communities [32, 14], mobile network
providers [46] and industry [11].
According to recent survey [45], there is no mobility model available to express user-
cell association. There were numerous attempts to describe user’s movement: Random
Way Point, Random Walk [55], Random Direction and Truncated Levy Walk [75], Marko-
vian Way Point [40] and Gaussian-Markov [60] models, Freeway and Manhattan mobility
models [7], Obstacle Model [44], and Social models [47]. Human mobility patterns are
described in [31], Self-similar Least Action Walk (SLAW) model [56] captures human na-
ture in visiting similar places . Other models are used to predict future places of user’s
presence [19], or to recognize significant places in the mobility trace [52, 90], but these
work usually on short-term outlook. On the contrary, model presented in [79] captures
user-place association and the strength of such ties, but it is designed for long-term mo-
bility predictions on the order of months. Closest to our approach in mobility modeling is
the methodology recently proposed in [77], which examines human mobility on the basis
of motifs from network theory [6]. Similarly to the work in [41, 38] we use a real trace
and generate new, synthetic traces, but authors of [41] focus on metropolitan scales and
model [38] demands a large number of parameters, which were not derivable from the
dataset we used.
2 Aim of the Dissertation Thesis
We aim to deliver convincing results about limits of mobility-related data-collection
methods, which may help understand the extent to which a particular technology or
tracking method is applicable. The presented work concentrates on addressing the above-
mentioned problems and related limits. The primary objectives of the thesis are:
 Limits of network-based active tracking—to show, on an existing tracking solution
in a live mobile network, how many users can be tracked simultaneously and how
often. To understand the ability of active tracking method to scale in country-wide
applications.
 Passive tracking data utilization—to examine the accuracy of network-based passive-
tracking data in spatial and temporal dimensions and to propose an extension of the
data towards more accurate interpretation.
 Coverage capabilities of crowdsensing—to assess how effective may crowdsensing be
in mapping a mobile network infrastructure, measured in the size of a user-pool and
the time needed to map critical mass of knowledge about the mobile network.
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Figure 1: Message flow for obtaining the current Cell-ID of a user. The vertical lines
represent time, note the definitions of time intervals T? between the messages: TSRI SMS, TSMS PSI,
and TPSI SRI represent working times of the Location Server between different types of messages,
THLR, TSMSC, and TVLR, denote service response times of adjacent network nodes, δ stands for the
tracking interval.
3 Working Methods and Selected Results
Active Tracking in Mobile Networks
Active tracking is a promising approach in tracking any mobile-network user with
unprecedented temporal granularity. In the thesis we have presented a particular type
of network-based active tracking with Cell-ID positioning — the SMS-based tracking.
We have studied the limits of network-based active tracking from various points of view,
using an existing active-tracking solution, the SS7Tracker [18, 21], running on a modular
signaling platform called SS7Box.
The Cell-ID of a cell currently serving a user can be obtained by sending three MAP1
primitives in the network. The only input is the Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number (MSISDN)
of the user whose Cell-ID is to be retrieved. Figure 1 shows the type of the messages and
their ordering, described in detail as follows: First, the Visitors Location Register (VLR)
currently maintaining the user record in the network needs to be found, which is done by
the Send Routing Info (SRI) request from the Location Server to the user’s Home Location
Register (HLR) (message 1). Second, a request to send an “invisible” SMS Class 0 to the
user is sent by the SMS-Center, using the Forward Short Message (SMS) (messages 3–4)
message. It involves paging the user’s mobile terminal which results in updating the lo-
cation information (Cell Global Identity (CGI) of the cell where the user is located) in
the VLR. Finally, an up-to-date Cell-ID and Age Of Location (AOL) is retrieved using a
Provide Subscriber Info (PSI) request (messages 5–6).
Based on a measurement on a large-scale tracking, we have described performance
statistics of the tracking platform and adjacent network nodes. We have focused par-
ticularly on service response time distributions of adjacent network nodes (HLR, SMS-
Center (SMSC), VLR), SS7Box working time and message lengths variance. Until explic-
itly specified, all data described in this section come from a measurement during 6 hours
on a sample track with 500 users with a tracking interval of 2 minutes. The total count
of sent and received messages is about 700,000 messages.
The tracking process of a set of users is characterized by two main parameters. These
1Mobile Application Part (MAP) is the topmost part of the Signaling System Number 7 (SS7) stack,
it enables applications in the GSM core network
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Figure 2: Simulation model. The communication link is modeled as a pair of queues for
transmission and reception direction respectively, each with one server that processes messages
with time of service equal to the ratio of message length and data rate. Network nodes are
modeled as queues with unlimited number of servers thus no waiting time is applied. SS7Box
working times, TSMS time and tracking interval δ are modeled in the same way.
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Figure 3: Signaling link utilization. De-
pendency of signaling-link utilization ρ on the
number of tracked users N and the tracking in-
terval δ. As expected, a shorter tracking interval
or an increasing number of tracked users cause
higher utilization. Dashed lines mark limiting
values of allowed utilization maximum ρmax.
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Figure 4: Area of safe operation. Each com-
bination of number of users N and tracking in-
terval δ falling into the area of safe operation
(in gray) is allowed with respect to ρmax. The
SS7Tracker implementation of SMS-based active
tracking yields sufficient performance to track
thousands of users with a period of minutes.
are (1) the number of unique users tracked, denoted N , and (2) the tracking interval δ,
i.e., the time between consecutive Cell-ID retrievals per single user. We have presented
the performance evaluation in the sense of a minimum deployment unit — the SS7Box’s
interconnection to the GSM network is realized by only a single E1 line with one timeslot
(link) for signaling, which limits the data rate to 64 kbit/s and, moreover, the link uti-
lization policies must be applied2. We have modeled the communication process during
active tracking in Matlab R2008b and SimEvents Library 2.3 using discrete-time queuing
network simulation, schematically depicted in Figure 2. The model is probabilistic and
closed. Signaling link utilization in one direction is interpreted as server utilization ρ , i.e.,
the proportion of the time the server is busy. According to [42], the direction (transmission
or reception) with higher utilization stands for the overall signaling link utilization. The
main results from the simulation are depicted in Figures 3 and 4.
2Each signaling link should provide extra capacity and thus its utilization ρ must not exceed a value of
maximum utilization ρmax, which usually lies between 0.2 and 0.4 [42].
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Figure 6: Impact of SMS-based active
tracking on paging load. Tracking 820 users
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would disrupt the BSC paging functionality.
We have analyze various limiting factors of active tracking, including basic constraints
of the method, constraints of the location server and of the mobile network, finding out
that the principal limitation of network-based active tracking is the radio access network.
We have calculated the limitation of the radio access network on different network-
infrastructure levels—in a cell and in a location area. We have considered a GSM cell
with SDCCH/8 configuration for a 2-Transmitter/Receiver (TRX).
Figure 5 depicts GoS for SDCCHs in a cell as a function of the number of tracked
users N and of the tracking interval δ. We assume there are 410 users in the cell, i.e., the
maximum TCHs capacity at 2% GoS, and that exactly N of these users are tracked. The
graph is calculated using the Erlang B formula for 8 SDCCHs and the offered traffic being
a sum of the tracking load and the estimated load from all users in the cell. The impact
of the increasing number of tracked users in the cell is significant: only 21 users, tracked
every 60 seconds in the cell, suffices to exceed the desired GoS of SDCCHs.
Figure 6 shows the paging load in a location area during tracking as a function of
the number of tracked users N and of the tracking interval δ. The number of Paging
Commands rises with the number of tracked users, yet longer tracking interval results in
slower growth. The graph provides a useful insight: since fewer tracked users suffice to
exhaust the BSC paging capacity (8,500 Paging Commands/s [24]) before the BTS capacity
is exhausted (17.02 Paging Commands/s per BTS), the bottleneck in the location area
is the BSC. Interestingly, under the assumption of positioning an idle mobile terminal
in the circuit-switched domain, similar results hold for all state-of-the-art network-based
positioning methods. Since every positioning method needs to establish a connection with
the mobile terminal, the paging procedure is always necessary to locate mobile terminal’s
cell within a last known location area. We conclude that neither SMS-based active tracking
nor any of the state-of-the-art network-based positioning methods can be used for large-
scale tracking scenarios, such as tracking all users of a mobile network at the same time.
We have shown how mobility of tracked users, and thus their possible concentration at
one place, may affect the performance of the radio access network. We have considered a
cell with 2-TRX and the SDCCH/8 configuration, serving 300 users, in which the number
or tracked users constantly increases as they arrive into the cell from the neighbor cells.
Figure 7 shows that with more than 16 tracked users arriving in the cell every minute,
the desired SDCCH GoS can be exceeded in less than 2 minutes. Such intensity of arrivals
can be observed for example before sport events, when tens of thousands of fans meet at
a stadium within an hour or two. Dashed lines show, how a leaky-bucket traffic-shaping
7
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mechanism with a fixed rate r = 6 positioning requests/min helps to keep GoS under the
desired limit. However, because the arriving users bring additional signaling and traffic
load, and not only the SDCCH load caused by active tracking, GoS degrades proportionally
to the number of users in the cell nonetheless.
Figure 8 depicts the impact of the increasing concentration of tracked users at a cell on
GoS of the traffic channels. Since active tracking brings additional load to SDCCHs only,
the increase in TCH load and therefore the worse GoS is caused purely by new users in the
cells. The most important observation is that the expected SDCCH GoS for a particular
λ hits the SDCCH GoS limit long after the TCH GoS limit is reached. As a result, active
tracking with the leaky bucket traffic shaping mechanism can spare signaling capacity of
the cell, but since arriving users would bring additional voice traffic load, the limiting
factor become the capacity of the TCHs anyway.
As a rule of thumb, a mobile network should be dimensioned with respect to all services
that the network operator plans to offer to its customers. Should active tracking be a
network-safe service, careful re-planning of the mobile network with respect to the expected
tracking extent would be necessary.
Extending Utility of Passive Tracking Data
Passive tracking data, mainly the Call Data Records (CDRs), represent a vast amount
of easy-to-collect data about every mobile network user, for they are automatically gen-
erated by telecommunication systems and archived for billing purposes and network trou-
bleshooting. Whereas spatial precision of CDRs is determined by network-cell size, the
accuracy in temporal dimension is substantially low. The reason is that the position of
a user is recorded only at places where the user performs a communication event (SMS,
call, data session).
We have addressed the limits of passive-tracking data — their limited accuracy in tem-
poral dimension — by building a probabilistic model of users’ position in between com-
munication events. The central idea of our approach was to compare the coarse-grained
trajectories from CDRs, and some corresponding ground-truth trajectories representing
continuous trace with user’s positions. To achieve this, we have spatially extended an
existing publicly available dataset, the Reality Mining Dataset (RMD) [23], from which a
substitution for both CDRs and a finer trajectory of user-cell association can be derived.
We have paired cell identifiers in users’ traces with their corresponding geographical co-
ordinates (obtained from the Location API by Google), we have removed spatial outliers
8
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Figure 9: Example of user’s inter-call trajectories aggregation. (a) Four call places
divide the call trajectory in three segments, the movement trajectory is divided by call segments
in three inter-call trajectories. Each segment determine a separate reference frame (dashed boxes)
the orientation of the coordinates is given by the direction of the segment. (b) Each inter-call
trajectory is translated to coordinates origin. (c) Inter-call trajectories are scaled into a common
reference frame, a normalized space-time cube.
using a novel heuristic approach to agglomerative clustering, and have provided a method-
ology to extract representative chunks of trajectories [27].
In order to deliver a general description of user’s position in between communication
records, we have described user’s mobility and detours relative to the inter-call distance—
we have studied only pairs of consecutive communication records at distinct places. For
our purposes, we considered distinct places to be places more than three kilometers apart.
Conclusions drawn from lower inter-call distance can be affected by the accuracy of Cell-ID
positioning method that delivers user’s position only as an approximation of the geograph-
ical coordinates within a cell, while the exact position is not known. We have worked with
an aggregated view of user movement between calls, derived as depicted in Figure 9. There
are 901 inter-call trajectories, made by 56 users out of the 94 user sample in the Reality
Mining Dataset. Figure 10 shows these inter-call trajectories aggregated in the common
reference frame.
Through the analysis of coarse-grained CDR-based call trajectories and correspond-
ing finer trajectories of user-cell associations, movement trajectories, we have examined
spatio-temporal properties of user’s movement between consecutive calls at distinct places.
Figure 11 shows the kernel density estimation of spatio-temporal probability distribution
of user’s inter-call movement: as time passes, users move from origin A towards destina-
tion B and take detours from the straight A−B direction. The distribution shows three
important aspects of inter-call mobility:
1. Unskewed behavior in spatial dimension. About half of users closely follow the direct
A − B linear interpolation line. This is observable in symmetry of 0.5-quantile
projection on the xy- and yt-coordinate planes — it implies unskewed behavior with
respect to detours from the straight A−B course.
2. Straight course between calls. Some users take approximately the shortest path
from the origin call-place A to the destination place B. This is indicated by sym-
metry in spatial dimension (xy-coordinate plane) which does not change in time
(yt-coordinate) and the fact that 0.5-quantile projection on xt plane enclose the
direct A−B interpolation line.
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A
•
B
•
Figure 10: Aggregated inter-call trajec-
tories. Each point represent user’s position
between calls (places A and B in normalized
common reference frame) after aggregation of
inter-call trajectories from the Reality Mining
Dataset.
A
B
Figure 11: Spatio-temporal characteris-
tics of inter-call movement. Kernel density
estimation of the spatio-temporal probability
distribution of users’ position between calls.
Isosurfaces enclose 0.5- and 0.9-quantiles (dark
and light gray).
3. Staying behavior at call places. From the shape of the projection on the xt-coordinate
plane at points xA = 0 and xB = 1 it follows that some users tend to stay at the
origin call-place A before they move to destination B, or they leave the origin soon
after the act of communication and stay in the vicinity of the destination place B.
These findings are in strong contrast with assumptions of existing modeling methods, the
linear weighted interpolation [33] and the probabilistic extension of space-time prism by
Winter [87], and therefore these models cannot be used for precise posterior CDR analysis.
To improve the accuracy of CDR-based deduction of user’s presence at call places over
time, we have formulated a new probabilistic Inter-Call Mobility (ICM) model, spatio-
temporally fitting the aggregated mobility behavior of the Reality Mining Dataset users.
Using a finite Gaussian mixture model, the ICM model approximates the ground-truth of
users’ inter-call movement: from a single timestamped call coordinate to a probabilistic
distribution of user’s position between calls.
We have represented the aggregated inter-call trajectories from the RMD as a dataset
Z = {zi}Ni=1 of N spatio-temporal records zi ∈ R3, where each datapoint zi = {zs,i, zt,i}
comprise spatial coordinates zs,i ∈ R2 and a temporal value zt,i ∈ R. The initial estimate
of mixture parameters θ, needed by the EM algorithm, is given by K-means clustering.
Finally, we have run the EM algorithm and retrieve the mixture parameter estimates and
the values of model-fit criterions. We have fitted a set of GMMs with K = 5, . . . , 20
components to the RMD inter-call trajectories and compared the resulting AIC and the
BIC criterions, and have selected the model with 10 components.
We have defined the ICM model as follows. Given the origin position (xA, yA, tA) =
(0, 0, 0) and the destination position at (xB, yB, tB) = (1, 0, 1) , the probability Φ(x, y, t)
of finding a user at coordinates (x, y) ∈ R2 at a time t ∈ R, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, is defined as a
Gaussian mixture p(z = (x, y, t)T ;θ) =
∑K
k=1 pikN (z;µk,Σk) of K = 10 components with
parameters θ (given in the thesis). Figure 12 provides a visual representation of the ICM
model, Figure 13 shows an indication of position and shape of the components. As the
model approximates the inter-call trajectories of the RMD user-pool, its shape is similar
to the estimation in Figure 11.
The ICM model is expressed analytically and thus reusable and general enough for
practical application to any CDR traces. Moreover, the ICM model allows for description
10
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A
B
Figure 12: Inter-Call Mobility model.
A spatio-temporal probability distribution of
user’s position between two communication
records at distinct places A and B. Isosurfaces
enclose 0.5- and 0.9-quantiles (dark and light
gray, respectively).
A
B
Figure 13: Components of the ICM
model. There are 10 three-dimensional Gaus-
sian components whose mixture constitute the
ICM model. The orthogonal projections on xt-
and xy-coordinate planes are depicted in the
upper left and lower right corner, respectively.
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Figure 14: Proximity probability of two users. Users u and v travel between their calls
at places Au, Bu and Av, Bv in two hypothetical scenarios (a) and (b). The ICM model provides
more accurate results than the Winter’s probabilistic extension of space-time prisms.
of user’s position at a particular time in between calls and, vice versa, given geographical
coordinates, probability of user’s presence at a particular position over time can be derived.
On the example of user proximity probability we have demonstrated that the ICM
model outperforms different existing mobility models. By the term proximity we under-
stand that two users are closer then x percent of the inter-call distance. Specifically,
example in Figure 14 shows 5% proximity probability computed from the ICM model,
Winter’s model, and from the estimation of inter-call distribution from the RMD in Fig-
ure 11, in two hypothetical scenarios:
Scenario (a), in which users travel towards each other, shows that the RMD data demon-
strate several times higher proximity probability than the Winter’s model, over majority
of time. It is a consequence of user’s staying behavior at call places: both users can simply
meet even at the very ends of the time budget, at the origin and destination places.
Scenario (b), with non-identical user origin and destination places, shows a significantly
lower meeting probability for the ICM model and the RMD in comparison to Scenario (a).
It follows from the fact that a meeting chance at either origin or destination places, here
impossible, contributes highly to the overall proximity probability.
The ICM model fills the gap between coarse-grained, CDR-based mobility description,
limited by the frequency of communication activity of a mobile user, and the highly accu-
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rate positioning by GPS, sensor networks or sensing wearables. Broad inter-disciplinary
research may benefit from our findings, as CDRs become more readily available to com-
puter scientists, urban planners, geographers, and others.
Exploring Limits of Crowdsensing
Crowdsensing techniques are often utilized by communication market players such as
Google and Apple to discover the structure of mobile networks. GPS-enabled phones of
customers send their current GPS coordinates and Cell Identifiers (Cell-IDs) to a server
that collects, clusters, fingerprints, and stores such data from all customers. Such a Cell-
ID database can subsequently lead to the geolocation: given a Cell-ID, an approximated
position inside the cell is returned. This enables services such as localization or friend
proximity lookup, even for mobile phones without GPS receivers. In the thesis, we have
posed two key questions: What is the required minimal size of a user group needed for
obtaining a critical mass of knowledge about the mobile infrastructure? And, how much
time is needed to do so? The answers are vital to judge the ability of crowdsensing to
build a new Cell-ID database, or rapidly update an inadequate, malfunctioning or obsolete
Cell-ID database. We have studied the limits of terminal-based tracking from the point
of view of its potential in mapping of mobile network cells to geographic locations.
Since there is no mobility model which counts user-cell associations over a time period
(see [45] for a survey), we have proposed a trace-based mobility model to quantify users’
ability to detect a number of cells in the network. We have used the NRC-Lausanne
dataset [54] to extract the information about users’ places, i.e., significant locations in
terms of time spent at the corresponding cells, and the transitions between places during
one day. The dataset contains a timestamped sequence of Cell Global Identities (CGIs)
per user with one record per every cell change during the campaign period (referred to as
cell trace). We have processed the data by dividing the cell trace of each user into day-long
sequences, each starting at midnight, excluding days where the mobile phone was off, and
removing weekends. There is a total of 6,667 day-sequences in the dataset.
To extract mobility patterns from the data, we have processed each day-sequence and
find all places in the transitions for that particular day. Figure 15 shows an example of
one day-sequence with three transitions T1–T3 of a user from the dataset.
We have focused on extracting the following features from the data: (F1) the total
number and ordering of places as they are visited by a user during a day, (F2) the
start time of all user’s transitions between places in the day, and (F3) the duration of
transitions and their length, measured in the number of unique cells visited during the
transition. The statistics above is necessary to describe artificial traces by means of users’
daily patterns (visited places and transitions between them), temporal characteristics of
varying human mobility during one day, and quantification of daily user-cell associations
in terms of unique cells visited.
We have expressed the model features F1 and F2 by mining the transition probabilities
between the places, depending on the time of the day. We have simplified the structure of
time by quantizing the day into T = 288 5-minute equidistant time slots, and expressed
the probability that a transition between places i, j ∈ L starts during the time period t˜,
t˜ ∈ {1, . . . , T}, by a matrix pt˜i,j . The duration of a transition (model feature F3) has been
estimated from the transition sequences with probability density functions fnew, fsame, fold.
These describe different transition classes, depending on the relationship between the
origin Oi and destination Di places during the day: A transition is classified as new if
it ends at a new, previously not visited place, same if it starts and ends at the same
place, and old if it is between places already visited. We have observed that the transition
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Figure 15: Example of a transition sequence. Rectangles with labels 1 and 2 enclose sets
of cells which represent places — the user visited two places (1 and 2) during the day. There are
in total three transitions between the places: T1 and T3 between places 1 and 2, and T2 between
places 2 and 1.
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Figure 16: The example of the 20 most
frequent daily patterns. The most frequent
pattern represents staying at a place for the
whole day.
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Figure 17: Heavy-tail distribution of dif-
ferent daily patterns. A small number of
patterns occur often while numerous patterns
are rare.
lengths can be handily approximated by Normal distribution N (µ, σ) with the mean and
standard deviation parameters dependent on the duration of the transition δ and its class.
We denote these distributions by gnew(δ), gsame(δ), and gold(δ). Parameters p
t˜
i,j , f∗, and
g∗ constitute our model. The generation of a new, synthetic transition sequence from the
above parameters is algorithmically described in the thesis.
We have validated our model by comparing the features F1–F3 from synthetic traces,
generated by the model, and the original traces from the NRC-Lausanne dataset. Users’
daily patterns, the model feature F1, represent the number and ordering of different places
visited by a user during a day. Figure 16 compares the most frequent patterns in the
dataset with the synthetic traces generated from the model, showing a high correspondence
in the frequency. Figure 17 shows that the distribution of users’ daily patterns is heavy-
tailed. The fine-grained temporal characteristics of human movement during one day,
the model feature F2, are depicted in Figure 18. It compares transition probabilities pt˜i,j
during a day per each of the three transition classes. Daily user-cell associations, the model
feature F3, are depicted in Figure 19a. Clearly, the model well quantifies the total number
13
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Figure 18: Probability of transitions during day. (a) In the morning users commute to new,
previously not visited places, (b) in the afternoon they return to previously visited places, while
during the day (c) they tend to leave the place and return to the same place later.
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Figure 19: Probability of transitions during day. (a) Distribution of the total unique cells
during a day. (b) Distribution of the total places during a day. Almost half of the transition
sequences contains only two places. (c) Distribution of the total transitions during a day.
of cells visited during a day. This is achieved by the fact that the synthetic transition
sequences follow similar distributions of total number of the places visited during a day
(Figure 19b) and the total number of transitions between the places (Figure 19c).
We have applied the model-based traces of user movement by a large-scale simulation to
an approximation of a mobile network topology. The simulation is simply a pseudo-random
walk on a graph, whose nodes are cells and the neighboring structure is given by Delaunay
triangulation. We have simulated the movement of users in a network with c = 5,000 cells
and number of users n = {0.25c, 0.5c, . . . , 5c}. Figure 20 shows a relationship between the
ratio of cells observed during a day and the number of users involved in crowdsensing.
We have discussed the applicability of crowdsensing as a fight-back method against
obfuscation of the network topology by a Dynamic Cell-ID method [8, 17, 85], which
is based on periodical changes of Cell-IDs in the network to prevent unauthorized geo-
location services offered by third-parties. Figure 21 shows the results for c = {5,000, 15,000
users in a network that consists of 5,000 cells. By comparing Figures 21a–21b we see,
unsurprisingly, that collecting network Cell-IDs takes a shorter time when more users are
involved. However, users’ mobility during a day significantly affects the duration of the
network scan: in the morning and afternoon users commute and travel more, resulting in
a shorter scan time. On the contrary, it takes longer to scan the network during the night
and around noon, as mobility of users is low.
Crowdsensing as a fight-back method against the Dynamic Cell-ID method is quite
a powerful tool, but as our results show it significantly depends on the user-pool size.
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Figure 20: Ratio of cells observed during a day. At least n = 1.25c = 6,250 users are needed
to observe at least 99% of all cells by the end of the day. Because of a low number of users who
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Markedly, having more than 3.5c users yields only minor improvements.
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Figure 21: Impact of dynamic Cell-ID renumbering time on cell discovery in a network
with 5,000 cells. Example A shows that in case the dynamic Cell-ID renumbering occurs at
midnight, 5,000 users visits 90% of all cells at 08:00 (after 8 hours from midnight). Higher number
of users results in shorter discovery time and more cells discovered (example B). Examples C and
D show the Cell-ID-crowdsensing performance in the time of the day with high user mobility. If
the dynamic Cell-ID renumbering occurs at 06:00, then 5,000 users discovers 90% of all cells in 4
hours (at 10:00) , whereas with 15,000 users 99% of all cells are discovered in 3 hours (at 09:00).
Apparently, having the network scanned within couple of hours anytime during a day
is possible, but with an almost unrealistic number of users. As a result, with Dynamic
Cell-ID adopted, a third-party service relying on a crowdsensed Cell-ID database may
suffer from bad localization performance for hours-long period. Our study on crowd-
sensing limits may be particularly interesting for contemporary and new Cell-ID-based
location-services providers, but, at the same time, for mobile network providers as a hint
whether they should try to monetize their costly network infrastructure and apply network-
infrastructure obfuscating mechanisms.
4 Conclusion
In the thesis, we have investigated principal limits of tracking methods in mobile net-
works. Tracking data, simply a timestamped history of mobile users’ positions in the
network, is a sought-after and still scarce source of information for research studies in
telecommunications, transportation, urban studies, network design, cloud computing, and
other fields of science.
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The main problem with tracking methods in mobile network is that their suitability
for large-scale tracking, network-wide application, and their technological limitations are
often not discussed or remain unknown. We have addressed the following topics related
to the limits of tracking methods in mobile networks:
(1) Technological limits of networks-based active tracking: A model describing
SMS-based active tracking in mobile networks has been presented, its parameters come
from a large-scale measurement on a real tracking platform. Limits of the implementa-
tion have been simulated using a discrete-time simulation of the tracking process. Limits
of SMS-based active tracking has been deduced and described: basic constraints of the
method, constraints of the location server and the mobile network. Principal limitations
of the GSM radio access network has been derived.
(2) Extensions beyond low temporal granularity of passive tracking data: De-
tailed analysis of users’ mobility behavior in between their communication places (calls,
text messages) has been presented. It showed that the nature of human mobility be-
tween communication events is in strong contrast with assumptions of existing modeling
methods. A probabilistic spatio-temporal refinement of Call Data Records, the Inter-Call
Mobility (ICM) model, has been presented. The model is analytically tractable and can
be used for practical application to any CDR traces to describe spatio-temporal mobility
behavior of network users between their communication events.
(3) Scaling limits of cooperative terminal-based tracking: A data-driven mobility
model has been proposed to express the number of unique mobile-network cells a user
is capable of visiting during one day. The model describes users’ daily patterns, capture
fine-grained temporal characteristics of human movement during a day, and quantifies
daily user-cell associations. A large-scale simulation of users’ movement in an approx-
imation of a mobile network has been conducted to assess the coverage capabilities of
a user pool for the time period in an area. Limits of crowdsensing in discovering the
mapping of mobile-network cell identifiers to geographic locations as a method against
mobile-network-topology obfuscation has been presented.
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Summary
In the thesis we investigate tracking methods in mobile networks and their principal
limits. We study various methods of tracking (i.e., periodical positioning) of a number
of mobile network users. We consider two basic options of tracking methods in mobile
networks — terminal-based and network-based. Terminal-based techniques require user’s
cooperation and special hardware or software on the side of the localized mobile terminal.
Network-based tracking, generally reaching all subscribers, is implemented in the network
in either active or passive manner. Active tracking is based on queries of the network
about the tracked device, whilst passive tracking uses operating data, which are generated
and stored automatically by the network for all users.
Our original contribution to the area of network-based active tracking is a detailed study
of a particular method of active tracking, the SMS-based one, using our proof-of-concept
tracking platform connected to a live mobile network. Based on a large-scale measurement,
we build a model of tracking process, and simulate how many users a tracking platform
is able to track simultaneously without overloading the mobile network. Finding out
that the principal limitations lie in the radio access network, we express the scalability of
the method at various network-infrastructure levels and point out some pitfalls of active
tracking, such as user mobility.
To the area of network-based passive tracking we significantly contribute by deriving
a novel, probabilistic Inter-Call Mobility model, which overcomes the main limitation of
passive tracking data — the poor temporal granularity of Call Data Records (CDRs).
Our Inter-Call Mobility model spatio-temporally fits the aggregated mobility behavior of
a large user-pool and significantly improves the CDR-based deduction of user’s presence at
some place in time: from the timestamped cell coordinates of mobile phone communication
records, to a probabilistic distribution of user’s position in between consecutive communi-
cation records, over time. On the example of user-proximity probability we demonstrate
large disproportions in expected user’s position in space and time among different mobil-
ity models, concluding that the Inter-Call Mobility model outperforms existing modeling
techniques.
Finally, we investigate the limits of cooperative terminal-based tracking (crowdsensing)
in discovering the mapping of mobile-network cell identifiers to geographic locations. Based
on a real-world trace, we propose a novel data-driven mobility model to express the number
of unique mobile-network cells a user is capable of visiting during one day. The model
describes users’ daily patterns, captures the fine-grained temporal characteristics of human
movement during a day, and quantifies daily user-cell associations. Synthetic traces of user
mobility from the model serve as an input for a large-scale simulation in an approximation
of a mobile network. We show how crowdsensing may serve as a fight-back solution against
a particular mobile-network-topology obfuscation method.
These three topics, studied in the thesis, illustrate the extent to which a particular
technology or tracking method is applicable. Individually, they present relevant informa-
tion about exploring and modeling human mobility based on mobile-network data, and
the proposed mobility models can be used in future research.
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Anotace
Anotace
V dizertacˇn´ı pra´ci zkouma´me metody sledova´n´ı uzˇivatel˚u v mobiln´ıch s´ıt´ıch a limity
teˇchto metod. Pojmem
”
sledova´n´ı“ rozumı´me opakovane´ zjiˇst’ova´n´ı polohy u´cˇastn´ıka mo-
biln´ı s´ıteˇ. Podle mı´sta, kde prob´ıha´ zjiˇsteˇn´ı a vyhodnocen´ı pozice uzˇivatele, rozliˇsujeme dveˇ
za´kladn´ı metody sledova´n´ı: termina´love´ a s´ıt’ove´. Termina´love´ metody vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ı mobiln´ıho
telefonu (termina´lu) uzˇivatele, k cˇemuzˇ je obvykle zapotrˇeb´ı spolupra´ce uzˇivatele, nebo
specia´ln´ı vybaven´ı sledovane´ho zarˇ´ızen´ı. S´ıt’ove´ metody jsou realizova´ny uvnitrˇ mobiln´ı
s´ıteˇ, vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ı jejich specificky´ch mozˇnost´ı a umozˇnˇuj´ı zjiˇsteˇn´ı polohy obecneˇ libovolne´ho
uzˇivatele s´ıteˇ. Zp˚usob sledova´n´ı pomoc´ı s´ıt’ovy´ch metod je dvoj´ı: aktivn´ı a pasivn´ı. Beˇhem
aktivn´ıho sledova´n´ı se s´ıt’ aktivneˇ dotazuje na polohu u´cˇastn´ıka, pasivn´ı sledova´n´ı vyuzˇ´ıva´
provozn´ıch dat, ktera´ jsou v mobiln´ı s´ıti automaticky vytva´rˇena a ukla´da´na.
Na´sˇ p˚uvodn´ı prˇ´ınos do oblasti aktivn´ıho s´ıt’ove´ho sledova´n´ı spocˇ´ıva´ v detailn´ım zma-
pova´n´ı konkre´tn´ı metody zalozˇene´ na pos´ıla´n´ı textovy´ch zpra´v (SMS), kterou zkouma´me
na existuj´ıc´ı implementaci prˇipojene´ do mobiln´ı s´ıteˇ. Pr˚ubeˇh zjiˇsteˇn´ı polohy u´cˇastn´ıka mo-
delujeme pomoc´ı diskre´tn´ı simulace s parametry z´ıskany´mi na za´kladeˇ rozsa´hle´ho meˇrˇen´ı.
Simulace slouzˇ´ı ke zjiˇsteˇn´ı kriticke´ho mnozˇstv´ı uzˇivatel˚u, ktere´ by bylo mozˇne´ sledo-
vat v s´ıti najednou, bez negativn´ıch d˚usledk˚u pro mobiln´ı s´ıt’. Podrobneˇ se veˇnujeme
steˇzˇejn´ım limit˚um aktivn´ıho sledova´n´ı, ktere´ pramen´ı z omezene´ kapacity ra´diove´ho roz-
hran´ı prˇ´ıstupove´ s´ıteˇ, a popisujeme, do jake´ mı´ry je nasazen´ı aktivn´ıho sledova´n´ı pouzˇitelne´
v aplikac´ıch na´rocˇny´ch na velky´ pocˇet uzˇivatel˚u.
K vy´zkumu v oblasti pasivn´ıho s´ıt’ove´ho sledova´n´ı vy´znamneˇ prˇisp´ıva´me vytvorˇen´ım
pravdeˇpodobnostn´ıho Inter-Call Mobility (ICM) modelu, jenzˇ popisuje pohyb uzˇivatele
mobiln´ı s´ıteˇ mezi mı´sty, kde komunikoval. Tento model prˇekona´va´ za´kladn´ı nedostatek
provozn´ıch dat mobiln´ıch s´ıt´ı — za´znamu˚ vola´n´ı (Call Data Records) — jejichzˇ velke´
cˇasove´ rozestupy znemozˇnˇuj´ı prˇesne´ urcˇen´ı polohy uzˇivatele kdykoli beˇhem dne. ICM mo-
del je zalozˇen na agregovany´ch datech pohybu mnoha uzˇivatel˚u; rozsˇiˇruje mozˇnosti pouzˇit´ı
za´znamu˚ vola´n´ı pro zjiˇsteˇn´ı polohy uzˇivatele mobiln´ı s´ıteˇ: od zaznamenany´ch poloh ve
chv´ıli komunikace azˇ po pravdeˇpodobnostn´ı rozlozˇen´ı prˇedpokla´dane´ polohy mezi dveˇma
po sobeˇ na´sleduj´ıc´ımi za´znamy. Pouzˇit´ı a vy´hody modelu ilustrujeme na prˇ´ıkladu od-
hadu pravdeˇpodobnosti setka´n´ı uzˇivatel˚u a ukazujeme, zˇe ICM model prˇekona´va´ soucˇasne´
zp˚usoby modelova´n´ı pohybu uzˇivatel˚u na za´kladeˇ za´znamu˚ vola´n´ı.
V posledn´ı cˇa´sti dizertacˇn´ı pra´ce zkouma´me limity sledova´n´ı u´cˇastn´ık˚u, konkre´tneˇ
pouzˇit´ı kooperativn´ıho sbeˇru dat z mobiln´ıch telefon˚u, tzv. crowdsensing. Crowdsensing je
cˇasto pouzˇ´ıva´n ke zmapova´n´ı topologie mobiln´ı s´ıteˇ, tj. prˇiˇrazen´ı geograficky´ch sourˇadnic
jednotlivy´m bunˇka´m s´ıteˇ, a t´ım pa´dem k vytvorˇen´ı databa´ze buneˇk pro lokalizacˇn´ı sluzˇby.
Na za´kladeˇ rozsa´hle´ho za´znamu pohybu uzˇivatel˚u v mobiln´ı s´ıti odvozujeme model, ktery´
umozˇnˇuje odhadnout pocˇet buneˇk, ktere´ uzˇivatel navsˇt´ıv´ı beˇhem jednoho dne. Tento mo-
del popisuje vzorce chova´n´ı uzˇivatele z pohledu jeho prˇesun˚u mezi bunˇkami, zachycuje
tendenci k prˇesun˚um v pr˚ubeˇhu dne, a vycˇ´ısluje ocˇeka´vany´ pocˇet buneˇk, ke ktery´m je
termina´l uzˇivatele beˇhem dne prˇipojen. Model generuje charakteristicke´ chova´n´ı uzˇivatele
beˇhem dne a tento vy´stup simulujeme v umeˇle vytvorˇene´ topologii mobiln´ı s´ıteˇ. Vy´sledkem
je odhad za jak dlouho mu˚zˇe urcˇity´ pocˇet uzˇivatel˚u navsˇt´ıvit prˇedem stanovene´ mnozˇstv´ı
buneˇk v s´ıti. Za´veˇrem ukazujeme u´speˇsˇnost crowdsensingu v prˇ´ıpadeˇ, zˇe je v mobiln´ı s´ıti
pouzˇita konkre´tn´ı metoda zabranˇuj´ıc´ı mapova´n´ı poloh buneˇk.
Vy´sˇe uvedena´ trˇi te´mata ukazuj´ı, pro ktere´ aplikace a do jake´ mı´ry je konkre´tn´ı tech-
nologie sledova´n´ı uzˇivatele v mobiln´ı s´ıti vhodna´. Jednotliveˇ prezentuj´ı rˇesˇene´ proble´my
vy´znamny´ prˇ´ınos do oblasti zkouma´n´ı a modelova´n´ı lidske´ mobility na za´kladeˇ dat z mo-
biln´ı s´ıteˇ. Prˇedstavene´ modely mobility mohou by´t pouzˇity v dalˇs´ı vy´zkumne´ pra´ci.
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